2001 ford ranger blower motor resistor

Ford blower motor resistor problems remain the most common solution to interior fan
malfunctions on Ford cars and trucks. With that said, failed blower resistor assemblies don't
solve all of the possible failures. This is why at the bottom of the article we include a F blower
motor wire diagram. The interior fan is powered through two separate fuses and a blower motor
relay. They control the HVAC circuit with a switch. On the automatic temperature control system
they further complicate the system by using a module. First we'll cover the most common
symptoms associated with a bad Ford blower motor resistor. Next, we cover the different parts
used on the Ford climate control system found on the fancier Lariat and Eddie Bauer edition
vehicles. In addition, the replacement parts are also less expensive. Before we move on I want
to make one more important point. Whether you have a blower motor problem on a Ford escape,
Ford F pickup truck or even an Expedition or Mercury mariner these blower motor control
systems use the same parts. In addition, the wiring diagrams and the circuit operation also
remain very much alike. However, the Ford Fusion blower motor resistor is a completely
different animal. The thin card type Ford blower motor resistor is the most common part used
for the interior fan speed control. It fits almost all of the truck and sport utility vehicles like the
Ford Escape, Expedition, Explorer and Lincoln Navigator from through I'm also pretty sure this
is the same part used in the Ford Crown Victoria. When this resistor module fails drivers often
complain about losing individual blower motor speeds. Sometimes you will only have low and
high speed settings. However, the most common complaint when this part fails is that only the
high speed setting functions. If you look at the wiring diagram for the Ford F below, you'll see
that the high speed setting bypasses the resistor assembly completely. I'll go one step further
and say that if you're blower motor works on high and you have the card type Ford blower
motor resistor, no further diagnosis is required. With the low cost of the replacement part and
the high failure rate, I'll just go ahead and replace it. It would be nice if when you remove the old
resistor module that you'd see the damage. Unfortunately, the part fails internally and often
leaves no outward sign of malfunction. We have one more important point to make about this
Ford blower motor electrical problem. The four wire connector that plugs into the resistor
module needs a thorough inspection. Not only can the connector melt, but the heat can distort
the terminals. If you observe any damage or discoloration of the terminal, you should always
replace the connector. You can purchase these pigtail electrical connectors separately. When
you have blower motor speed control problems on a Ford with ATC the failure can still point to
a failed resistor module. However, the part looks a lot different than the card type module
discussed above. It's important to verify the correct replacement part as variations exist
throughout the different years and models. The Ford blower motor resistor deployed on the
automatic temperature control systems is larger and has aluminum heat sinks incorporated into
the design. These cooling fins channel heat away from the internal electrical components. Since
the resistor fits into the heater case they direct air created by the spinning fan, called the
squirrel cage, across the heat sink fins. This is an efficient way of cooling down the entire
module assembly. Unfortunately, failure of the component still remains possible despite the
best efforts of cooling the parts down. In fact, overheating of the resistor becomes more likely
to damage the electrical connector that plugs into the assembly. For this reason they now sell
replacement parts that include the replacement connector referred to as a pigtail. As you can
see from the image, they also include heat shrink connectors. These butt style connectors
crimp the wires together. Then you heat the plastic parts and they shrink to form a weather tight
seal around the electrical wire repair. When you buy replacement blower motor resistor
modules from the Ford dealer they are much more expensive and they sell the pigtail
connectors separately. Before we get into other Ford blower motor speed control problems let's
talk about what happens when the fan motor doesn't work at all. In many cases when this
situation occurs, you have a blown fuse. As you can see from the wiring diagram below, there
are two fuses protecting the circuit. Both of these need to be intact for the blower motor to
operate properly. The question becomes, why did the fuse burn open? It's possible for the
electrical failure of the blower motor resistor to take out one or both of these fuses as it melts.
With that said, if the blower motor doesn't work at all it's also common to find a defective blower
motor relay. Note that the interior fan circuit contains two relays in the same way that it contains
two fuses. You can verify this in the Ford F blower motor diagram below. If the blower motor
doesn't work at all, you probably have a defective relay. However, if the only speed the fan is
missing is the high setting than the likely cause of the problem becomes the high-speed relay.
Both the automatic temperature control and the standard air-conditioning systems use switches
on the control panel. Although switch failure remains uncommon compared to all the other
possibilities, it still remains possible for the switch to fail. You can use to get an idea of how the
circuit operates on vehicles without automatic climate control. As an Amazon Associate I earn
from qualifying purchases. The search results open in a convenient overlay. However, the
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Part will fit. Asked by Wiki User. The blower resistor assembly is located on the heater case to
the right of the bloser motor. Should be near or attached to the blower motor. The blower
resistor assembly is located on the heater case to the right of the blower motor. The blower
motor resistor assembly is located to the right of the blower motor. The blower motor is located
in the engine compartment on the passenger side of the firewall. Not sure about the relay, but
there is a blower resistor assembly located on the heater case to the right of the blower motor.
Under the hood on the passengers side near the blower motor attached to the housing I'm
pretty sure that's where the "Relay" is located not "Resistor". The resistor may be located under
or behind the glovebox. On a Ford Ranger : The blower motor resistor is in the engine
compartment It is below and to the drivers side of the blower motor. The Ford F1 50 pickup
truck blower motor resistor pack can be found on the firewall in the engine compartment. The
blower motor resistor pack is on the passenger side of the firewall. Blower motor resistor
assembly is located under dash board on passenger side. The blower motor fan cools the
resistor so the resistor is usually located close to the blower. The blower motor is located under
the hood on the passenger side firewall. The Resistor is located on the outside of the blower
motor. Have to remove the blower from under the glovebox to get to it. The blower resistor
assembly is located under the hood, on the heater case to the right of the blower motor. Haynes
Manual Replace blower motor resistor usually located in the duct work or out in engine
compartment in ductwork by heater motor. It is located on the blower housing to the right of the
blower motor. There is a plug with several wires there. Remove the plug anf then 2 screws.
Resistor is located behind the blower motor assembly. The heater blower in a Hyundai XG is
located on the passenger side of the engine. The blower resistor will be located on the firewall.
The blower motor resistor is generally located close to the blower motor. The blower motor
resistor is located under the glove compartment in a black shroud. The Nissan Quest blower
motor resistor is located on the firewall in the engine compartment. The blower motor resistor
will be on the passenger side of the firewall. Yes, located in the blower motor resistor pack.
Follow the wires backward from the blower motor to find it. It is usually at least on a Ranger
locted on the blower motor housing in the engine compartment. Ask Question. Ford Ranger.
Ford Ranger XL. See Answer. Top Answer. Wiki User Answered Related Questions. Where is the
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at? Where is the blower motor resistor located on suburban? Where is the blower motor resistor
located on a Nissan Quest? Does a Chevy silverado pickup have reistors for the heater speeds
control? Where is blower motor resistor for ford ranger? Asked By Wiki User. Who would you
swap lives with for a day? Asked By Fletcher Altenwerth. Is silence a sound? Asked By Ciara
Parker. How many times does 30 go into ? What times 10 equals to ? Give me food and I will live
give me water and I will die what am I? How old is Danielle cohn? Hottest Questions How did
chickenpox get its name? When did organ music become associated with baseball? Asked By
Curt Eichmann. How can you cut an onion without crying? Asked By Leland Grant. Why don't
libraries smell like bookstores? Asked By Veronica Wilkinson. How long will the footprints on
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syl cheney-coker? All Rights Reserved. The material on this site can not be reproduced,
distributed, transmitted, cached or otherwise used, except with prior written permission of
Multiply. If the blower motor only runs in HI or one of the blower speeds is not working, then
there's a good chance that the blower motor resistor assembly is bad. Thankfully, the blower
motor resistor on your Ford Explorer Ranger, Mercury Mountaineer can be checked with a few
simple continuity tests. To aid you in further knowing if this tutorial applies to your Ford
Explorer, Ranger, Mercury Mountaineer or Mazda B, if your vehicle uses one of the following
blower motor resistor numbers, this tutorial applies to your vehicle:. If the blower motor is not
working at all, you should start by testing the blower motor first. The following tutorial explains
how to test the blower motor:. The component that makes it possible for the blower motor to
run in the 3 speeds lower than HI is the blower motor resistor assembly. If you have already
removed the blower resistor assembly from your Ford Explorer Ranger, Mercury Mountaineer ,
you know that it's made up of 3 resistors. The purpose of these resistors is to reduce the
amount of the blower motor's current that's passing through them by converting some of this
current into heat energy and boy does the resistor assembly get hot! It's this reduction in
current by converting some of it into heat energy that makes the blower motor run slower than
full speed HI. The one blower motor speed that doesn't depend on the blower motor resistor
assembly is HI since the blower motor switch accomplishes this speed by completely
bypassing the blower motor resistor assembly. This is when knowing how to continuity test the
resistor assembly comes in handy to find out if it's good or bad. This is no cause for concern
since the circuit descriptions are the same for all of the Ford vehicles covered by this repair
tutorial. OK, to get your blower motor resistor diagnostic on its way, the first thing we'll do is to
remove the blower resistor from it's location next to the blower motor and check the continuity
of the individual resistors that make up the assembly. Before we get started let me tell you that
it's common for the blower resistor connector's lock tabs to break. This is due to the fact that
the connector is made of plastic and is exposed physically to the heat that the blower resistor
produces when in use and exposed to heat that the engine radiates when running. The tendency
of the locking tabs is to become brittle from the heat and to break when you unplug the resistor
assembly. The good thing is that you can buy the blower resistor connector and replace it.
NOTE: All of the continuity tests, described in this test section, are done on your Ford
Explorer's Ranger, Mercury Mountaineer's blower motor resistor and not on its connector.
Disconnect the blower motor resistor from its electrical connector and remove it from its
location. Don't have a multimeter or need to upgrade yours? Visually inspect the condition of
the blower resistor's coils and it's electrical connector. Is the connector melted? Are the coils in
one piece? Probe terminals 2 and 1 with your multimeter test leads see image above. Your
multimeter should register a resistance of about 0. NOTE: See image 4 of 4 to identify the proper
male spade terminals to probe. Probe terminals 4 and 1 with your multimeter test leads see
image above. Probe terminals 4 and 3 with your multimeter test leads see image above. This
test also test the continuity of the blower resistor thermal fuse. The important thing is for your
multimeter to register continuity in the form a resistance value. If your multimeter registers OL
Open Loop , then that resistor is bad. CASE 1: The blower resistor did not show continuity in
one of the indicated tests above. Double check that you're testing the correct blower resistor
pins and repeat the test s. If your multimeter still does not show continuity for those particular
blower resistor pins you're testing then this test result confirms that your Ford Explorer's
Ranger, Mercury Mountaineer's blower motor resistor is bad and needs to be replaced. CASE 2:
The blower resistor passed all of the continuity tests indicated above. This is good and is the
correct and expected test result that tells you that the blower motor resistor is OK and not the
cause of the blower motor speed problem. If you're still having a blower motor speed issue,
then I suggest that you perform the next test. Then we met. As an Amazon Associate, I may earn
a small commission from qualifying purchases from the Amazon product links from this
website. Your purchase helps support my work in bringing you real diagnostic testing
information to help you solve the problem! Page 1 Page 2. Dorman and Duralast JA Four
Seasons Motorcraft YH Standard Motor Products RU Contents of this tutorial:. All Articles: 4.
Applies To:. Ford Vehicles:. Do NOT follow this link or you will be banned from the site! The
blower motor resistor is really a pack of resistors wired in series. See the image below. To run
on the slowest speed, the power runs through all three resistors. For each higher speed, power
flows through one less resistor. Some car makers run blower motor power through the fan
speed switch first, then through the blower motor resistor and then to the blower motor and
ground. Other car makers reverse that and run power to the blower motor first and terminate
ground at the blower fan speed switch. However, as a side effect of reducing current flow,
resistors generate heat. Over time, that heat can cause the resistor to fail naturally. However,

other factors can cause the blower motor resistor to fail prematurely. For example. In that case,
the blower motor resistor will fail repeatedly. In some cases, the heat is so high that it melts the
connector. This is common on late model GM vehicles. If you discover a melted connector, do
NOT attempt repair. Purchase an upgraded pigtail and splice it into the harness along with a
new blower motor resistor. Conduct an amperage draw test at the same time to rule out
excessive current draw from the blower motor. Car makers design their HVAC systems to
reduce the possibility of debris getting into the system. If water spray enters the system, it can
quench the hot resistor wires, causing them to break. If you notice the loss of one blower motor
speed or all speeds soon after driving through rain, suspect water damage to the blower motor
resistor. They include wiring diagrams and technical service bulletins. In most cases, their
diagrams are right from the factory manuals. Pricing: Eautorepair. So you have to refer to the
factory legends to learn the identification symbols and then refer back to circuit diagrams to
find the splice and ground locations. However, Alldatadiy. If you need to dig into your doors,
dash or console, Alldatadiy. Blower motor wiring diagram. Actual Blower motor resistor. Find
this article useful? Share it! Categories Heating system and Blower. Tags Blower motor resistor.
What is a blend door? When working with your blower motor you have to first understand that
the blower basically works in the opposite manner of most automotive electrical components.
Normally you switch on a positive current to an electrical component to turn it on. The power
passes through the part and then to ground to complete the circuit. The blower always has a
positive current going to it when the key is on. You turn the blower on by completing the circuit
to ground. You may find this diagram helpful â€” click HERE. Second, check to see if there is
any power at the blower motor. Place two large straight pins in the plug of the blower motor but
leave the blower motor plugged in. Place a voltmeter across the two pins. Turn on the ignition
and turn the blower switch through each position. Changes in voltage indicate that the resistor
is working and that the switch is able to vary the speed of the blower. The motor should spin at
its highest setting. If it does then you have a problem with the connection at the plug. If not, you
have a bad motor. In the case of my Ranger the relay is behind the passenger side headlight.
The power for the blower motor comes straight from a 30 amp fuse that is hot in run. It is the
fuse directly above the flasher. This black box contains relays. The large relay on the right is for
the blower motor. The lid comes off by pushing in each end of the lid to release the clips. This is
the relay that was in my Ranger. The rust on the terminals was keeping it from making
connection. If you only have one or two settings working on your blower the problem is
generally at the resistor. The resistor is located down on the heater box under the blower motor.
It can be reached through the passenger side fender well and is held on with two screws. Here
is the resistor mounted in the heater box. The screw on the left side of it has already been
removed. The terminals were really rusty as well. I then started cutting wires from the rusted
plug. I cut them one by one and attached a female connected to the wire and attached it where it
belongs on the resistor. Diagnosing Blower Motor Problems. More Articles:. For more
information go to We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track
order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your
vehicle. Ford Ranger Blower Motor Resistor. Select your vehicle year. Refine by:. Blower Motor
Resistor part. Returns Policy. Quantity Sold. Showing 1 - 15 of 22 results. Display item:. Sort
by:. Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: RB Part
Number: FS Product Details Quantity Sold : Sold individually. Page 1 of 2 Showing 1 - 15 of 22
results. Jun 10, Great blower resistor replacement! I bought this blower resistor to replace the
one in my Ford Ranger. It fit perfectly, funtions perfectly. I am very happy. Purchased on Aug
30, Helpful Automotive Resources. The resistor limits electrical current so that the blower
operates at the correct speed. If the resistor fails, generally, the blower will only work on select.
Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy
Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. For more information go to
Since , Dorman Products has supplied the automotive aftermarket w Replacement - the most
affordable brand name for replacement parts th We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest
version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports.
Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Blower Motor Resistor part. Returns Policy.
Quantity Sold. Showing 1 - 12 of 12 results. Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to
cart. Part Number: RB Part Number: FS Product Details Quantity Sold : Sold individually. Part
Number: GPD Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 12 of 12 results. Featured Brands. Reviews Questions,
Answers. Repair of the motor vehicle's heating and air conditioning system would not be as
complicated as it is with the use of 4-Seasons OE Replacem
99 cadillac sts
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ent Blower Motor Resistor. Don't simply wait around for your vehicle to suffer from
performance decrease and risk unanticipated break down. Restore your malf Dorman Blower
Motor Resistor Manufacturer Manufactured from top quality components, this is your best
option and inexpensive replacement for your rebuild, repair, and maintenance needs - an OE
replacement product for your damaged or aged factory part. Since , Standard Motor Products
has en Replacement Blower Motor Resistor. Oct 13, Mark Heusdens. Purchased on Aug 14, Oct
06, Daniel Wood. Purchased on Jul 11, Jun 22, Would recommend. Quick shipping exact fit.
Charles Wall. Purchased on Jun 07, Show More. Helpful Automotive Resources. Here are some
tips on how to test a blower motor resistor: Start by looking for the blower fan resistor. A repair
manual can tell you where its. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights
Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility
Statement.

